Since F generically does not satisfy (4) . in Theorem 3 we may take U = I.
Then, the con&tions of Theorem 3 are satisfied unless either or in the context of solving a vector differential equation. A Walsh series is assumed for each rate variable and the unknown Walsh coefficients are determined by solving the resulting set of simultaneous equations. In this correspondence it is shown that the same solution can be easily obtained by proceeding directly with the piecewise constant approximation for the rate variables.
Consider (15) of Chen and Hsiao's paper:'
Taking the transpose of (l), Fig. 1. In application, the block pulse functions approach is somewhat simpler and easier but those functions have to be arranged in the operational matrix form. Harmuth has mentioned the block pulse functions but could not apply them for solving any meaningful problems.
Gopalsami and Deekshatulu, on the other hand, do not realize that (8) comes from the integration of block pulse functions. They had to use a similarity transformation on Chen-Hsiao's operational matrix. In theory, the block pulse functions do not form a complete set while the Walsh functions do. This particular point may be the advantage of the Walsh functions. The author has appropriately divided the area of control systems into three parts: dynamic systems analysis and modeling (5 chapters, 154 pages), simulation (2 chapters, 68 pages), and feedback system theory and design (7 chapters, 231 pages). T h e text also contains a chapter on Laplace transforms (43 pages), 3 Appendixes (37 pages), and an index.
Included in the Appendixes are a short table of Laplace transforms and some Fortran programs which can be helpful in design. One Appendix is devoted to a brief review of complex number algebra, the algebra of matrices and vectors, and Taylor series including lmearization and Newton iteration. Most chapters contain an ample number of illustrative examples as well as problems to be worked. The text is intended for undergraduate mechanical engineering students.
The chapters on dynamic systems analysis and modeling cover electrical and magnetic circuits; mechanical network systems; hydraulic and pneumatic networks (including linearization); thermal systems and systems with delays; and prime movers, sensors, and feedback compensators. The basic elements which comprise systems and networks of the kind just mentioned are described and modeled in a commendable fashion for a text of this type. The selection of elements and devices treated is also good.
Two-dimensional vectors containing as elements the Laplace transforms of effort and flow variables are used to analyze series-shuntconnected components. Except for thermal systems, the product of the effort and flow variables in each case represents power and the vector of these variables is called the power state vector. In the chapter on thermal systems, temperature and rate of heat flow are chosen. Unfortunately, the author offers no explanation for the preferred use here of the so-called transfer state vector instead of a power state vector. The decision to present a uniform treatment of ladder-type networks, using the power or transfer state vector notion is one I would not have made.
It requires each element in the network to be represented by a 2x2 transfer matrix and unnecessarily complicates most of the transfer function computations. It is disappointing to find loop and nodal analysis omitted from the chapter on electrical and magnetic circuits. Also, the useful notion of the voltage dwider is not mentioned and the derivation of several network transfer functions (the lead network for example) is overly complicated as a result. The treatment of the equivalent impedance of two series or two parallel elements is not done well. In fact, the author defines the
